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1,2,3 . Ruins in Island of the Sun. Picture by Isabel 
Amanda Cantero 3. 2. 1. 

1. INTRODUCTION Quechua Architecture Competi-
tion, Q.A.C., welcomes all partici-
pants to take part of this chal-
lenge which consists in presenting 
and developing a project that 
explores diverse fields of thinking 
and design. The challenge for this 

occasion is “Titicaca Chapel”.
In any corner of the world where 
there is a civilization, you can find 
a sacred place related to the 
expression of its faith. Further to the 
various forms of expression of 
each culture, its identity is defined 
by its constructions. Temples, Pyra-
mids, Cathedrals, Mosques, Syna-
gogues, Pagodas, Basilicas, 
Chapels, etc., are some of the 
masterpieces that express some-
thing beyond humanity, the 

divine.

A sacred place, designed for the 
faith of the world to be freely 
expressed. A place that can wel-
come visitors from all over the 
planet and through its energy 
provide an intimate place for 
reflection and meditation. A mul-
ti-cult space that understands the 
conditions of the site and defines 
the characteristics of the divine.

The island of the sun, located on 
Lake Titicaca, has been a place of 
settlement for numerous cultures. 
In this sacred place exists more 
than 180 Inca ruins, and it is con-
sidered the birthplace of the Inca 
culture. Currently, is visited by trav-
elers from all over the world who 
seek to find in its history a place of 
encounter, meditation, reflection, 

and faith for humanity.

Quechua Architecture Competi-
tion’s objective is to find hidden 
talents who are looking for an 
opportunity to show their skills and 
show the world a new form of 
architecture based in principles 
and  ideas; that fit in the new 
globalized and digitalized world. 

Our desire is not only to find new 
talents but also to give them the 
opportunity to prove themselves 
by competing against designers 
from all over the world in different 
types of competitions. Additional-
ly, Q.A.C. hopes that these com-
petitions increase the global 
exposure and reach of the archi-
tecture developed in Latin Ameri-
ca and the potential offered by 

this region. 
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A. Intervention site is detalied in a .dwg file shared by 
Q.A.C. 

4. Ruins in Island of the Sun. Picture by Isabel 
Amanda Cantero 

5. Island of the Sun. Picture by Isabel Amanda 
Cantero 4. 5. 

2. SITE As one of the most important 
water formations on the planet 
and at an average altitude of 
3812 meters above sea level, 
Lake Titicaca occupies an 
imposing presence on the Ameri-
can continent. Since its exist-
ence, various cultures have 
settled in its surroundings and 
with its arrival starts the desire to 
conquer the most unique places 
in the world along with its archi-
tecture. In this context, Q.A.C. 
invites all designers who are 
willing to take on the challenge 
of discovering South America 
through architecture. On this 
occasion, we are in the highest 
navigable lake in the world, on 

Lake Titicaca, Bolivia.

Located south of Lake Titicaca, 
considered the birthplace of the 
Inca culture and with more than 
180 ruins on its land, sets the 
Island of the Sun. It is officially the 
largest island in the entire lake 
with 14.3 square kilometers of 
surface. The island rests on the 
Andean highlands in the heart of 
South America, in the Copaca-
bana region and is part of the 
department of La Paz. Known as 
the birthplace of the sun, this 
island has hosted several cul-
tures due to its geographical 
conditions, becoming a multicul-
tural place visited by several 
tourists each year who arrive in 

search of their conquest.

The place for this occasion is 
delimited on the north shore of 
Lake Titicaca in one of the high-
est mountain formations on the 
island. Here you will find the least 
number of pre-existing ruins on 
the entire island, and it has 
become a multi-cult space for 
visitors. However, the specific 
location of the proposals must 
be a designer’s decision, settling 
within the delimited area. In such 
a way, designers must study the 
conditions of the place and the 
subject to be treated, the divine, 
in order to generate ideas and 
concepts that serve as the key 

element within their proposals.
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9. Ruins in Island of the Sun. Picture by Augustina 
Mišeikaitė

10. Island of the Sun. Picture by Augustina Mišeikaitė

11. Ruins in Island of the Sun. Picture by Augustina 
Mišeikaitė 9. 10. 11. 

4. PROGRAM Due to the interest in understand-
ing the divine, Q.A.C. finds that 
the best place to study such an 
element is The Island of the Sun. 
Given the conditions that the 
place presents along with its 
needs, the contest proposes the 
development of a program 
defined as a fixed structure that 
must be implemented according 
to its proposals within of the estab-
lished limits, and following the 
basic program, having the option 
of adding or removing program-
matic elements according to the 
interest of your proposal, but 
taking into account that the struc-
ture must hold a minimum number 
of 50 people and become a focal 
point for visitors to express their 
faith. The contestants are free to 
establish the project area and 

define their program.

The suggested program for the 
development of the multi-cult 
space is defined as a succession 
of activities that can be identified 

as a divine space.

Atrium: Entrance or Threshold to 
the multicultural space.

Body: Area of cult.

Celebration: Central point of the 
celebration.

Focal Points: Elements for symbol-
ic representation of the divine.

Milestone: Visual, auditive or 
symbolic reference.

Exterior: Possibility of growing in 
the immediate context.

Finally, the program must be the 
result of the understanding of the 
study subject, the divine. Each 
participant must establish the 
needs that a civilization requires in 
order to generate an optimal 
place to express their faith, 
regardless of their beliefs. In this 
sense, the proposal must under-
stand the communal and symbol-
ic meanings that the structure will 
present, taking into account its 
location, the conditions of the 
place and the result of the investi-
gation of each participant to 

understand the divine.

Q.A.C. thanks and admires all 
designers who are willing to take 

up the challenge.
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12. Abraham Cota Paredes. COTAPAREDES 
Arquitectos.

13. Patricia Llosa. Llosa Cortegana Arquitectos.

14. Diez + Muller Arquitectos.

12. 13. 14. 

5.                     JURY

Abraham Cota Paredes, in 2008 graduated 
as an Architect from Universidad de 
Guadalajara. In 2011 he obtained the 
Navarra International Talent Scholarship. In 
2012 he finished and obtained his master’s 
degree in Architectural Design from the 
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura 
de Navarra. In 2014 he established his 
independent practice founding COTA-
PAREDES Arquitectos. In 2015 “Casa para 
ver al cielo” is a selected work at the Jalisco 
Architecture Biennial. In 2016 Abraham 
Cota Paredes is included in the Architect’s 
Directory of the European magazine 
Wallpaper. A selection of 20 emerging 
architecture offices around the world. In 
2017 he took part in the Latin American 
Architecture Biennial, in the city of Pamplo-
na, Spain. He was presented as a speaker 
at the College of Architects of Catalonia 
and in the same year the project "La 
Cueva" was a work selected at the Jalisco 
Architecture Biennial. In 2018 “La Cueva” 
was part of the project exhibition at the 
Young Architects in Latin American Collat-
eral Contest of the Venice Biennale and is 

credited with an honorable mention.

Abraham Cota Paredes
COTAPAREDES Arquitectos Mexico

The architects Patricia Llosa Bueno and 
Rodolfo Cortegana Morgan founded 
LLOSA CORTEGANA Arquitectos studio in 
2005, after having worked independently 
for some years. Both have been teaching 
since 2002 at Pontificia Universidad Católi-
ca del Perú. Llosa Cortegana Arquitectos 
raises his practice as a space for profession-
al reflection, carrying out multiple projects 
of single-family housing, cultural, exhibition 
and educational buildings, among others. 
They have been recognized with various 
national and international awards, includ-
ing the Silver Hexagon at the XVII National 
Biennial of Architecture, Urbanism and Arts 
of Peru in 2016, the election as Finalist in the 
MCHAP Award of the ITT College of Archi-
tecture in Chicago, USA in 2016, the First 
Prize at the XX Quito Architecture Biennial in 
2016, and the ODA 2017 Prize and the 

second place at the ON 2018 Prize.

Felipe Muller
Diez + Muller Arquitectos Ecuador

Felipe Muller Borrero, Architect by Instituto 
Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de 
Monterrey, Mexico. Associated with Arteta 
Arquitectos from 2003 to 2004. Extensive 
design and planning work experience in 
different typologies. In 2004 he associated 
with Gonzalo Diez Ponce to form the design 
and architecture office GONZALO DIEZ 
ARQUITECTOS. In 2010 the studio changed 
its name: DIEZ + MULLER ARQUITECTOS. He 
has been recognized for his professional 
practice, obtaining several awards inside 
and outside of Ecuador. He has been 
invited as a project curator at Pontificia 
Universidad Católica del Ecuador, Universi-
dad de las Américas and Universidad San 
Francisco de Quito. He has participated in 
the XIV, XV and XVI Panamerican Biennial 

of Quito.

Patricia Llosa
Llosa Cortegana Arquitectos   Peru
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Competition Announcement

Giveaway registration starts
Giveaway registration ends

Early registration starts
Early registration ends

Regular registration starts
Regular registration ends

Late registration starts
Late registration ends

Material Submission Deadline

Jury Meeting

Results Announcement

November 24 

January 04 (h 00:30  GMT-5)
January 08 (h 00:30  GMT-5)

December 01 (h 00:30  GMT-5)
January 11  (h 00:30  GMT-5)

January 11 (h 00:30  GMT-5)
February 08 (h 00:30  GMT-5)

February 08 (h 23:30  GMT-5)
February 26 (h 23:30  GMT-5)

February 28 (h 23:30  GMT-5)

March 08

March 21

PREMIO ANDES - 1st Prize

2nd Prize

3er Prize

6 Honorable Mentions 

12 Finalists

Q.A.C. is currently working to find the best media support for our awards. Our goal is to find new ways for 
global recognition.
*QAC Magazine is a Project that will be launch in 2021 including every winner of Quechua Architecture 
Competition. 

500 $ + Free registration for the next Q.A.C. competition + Publication in 
Q.A.C. website, social media and magazine.

200 $ + Publication in Q.A.C. website, social media and magazine. 

100 $ + Publication in Q.A.C. website, social media and magazine. 

Publication in Q.A.C. website, social media and magazine. 

Publication in Q.A.C. website, social media and magazine.

6.             CALENDAR

7.                         PRIZES
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18. A1 Board example of presentation.

18. 

TC

8.     PRESENTATION 1. Participants must present a single A1 Board (841 mm x 594 mm) in .jpg format. The maximum size file is 10 
mb. It should be a vertical layout.  

The team code (TC XXXXX) obtained at the time of registration must appear at the upper right corner. 
Boards delivered without the code will be excluded from the competition. 

File name must be: TC_Teamcode_A1.jpg (i.e. if your team code is TC 00001, file must be named 
TC_TC00001_A1.jpg)

This layout must contain all the required information to understand the project. 

It must contain an abstract where it shows the conceptual idea of the project.

Teams are free to develop their own graphic representation to illustrate the proposal (Plans, 
facades, sections, axonometries, 3d views, renderings, pictures, hand sketches, collage, etc.) the 
scale is relative and chosen by every team.

2. Participants must present a single cover (1000 px x 1000 px) in .jpg format. The maximum size file is 5 mb. It 
should be a relevant image which illustrates the project by itself.  

File name must be: TC_Teamcode_Cover.jpg (i.e. if your team code is TC 00001, file must be named 
TC_TC00001_Cover.jpg)

Cover must be only one art. It can be a Plan, facade, section, axonometry, 3d view, rendering, picture, 
hand sketch, collage, etc. 

3. Participants must present a single abstract (no more than 100 words) in .docx format. The maximum size file 
is 1 mb. It should be a synthetic description which illustrate s the project conceptual idea by itself.  

File name must be: TC_Teamcode_Abstract.docx (i.e. if your team code is TC 00001, file must be named 
TC_TC00001_Abstract.docx)
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Submission will be online via email. All files must be zipped in only one .zip file with all the required documents. 
The submission should be of only one .zip document. Any document delivered by itself will be excluded from 
the competition. Teams must only submit their file once, if any team submits more than once, first submission 
will be the one taken in consideration for the competition. 

File name must be: teamcode.zip (i.e. if your team code is TC 00001, file must be named TC00001.zip)

We encourage every team to check their files and make sure there are no issues with them before sub-
mitting them.

All files must be eligible.

Submission is open from Monday, January 11 until Sunday, February 28 (h 23:30 GMT-5).

File must be sent from the leader’s email registered at the time of registration and must be send to 
info@quechuaarchitecturecompetition.com

Every team will receive a confirmation email within 72 hours from submission.

Any information delivered must be eligible and written in English or Spanish. 

A1 board, cover, and abstract cannot have any name or reference to designers. Any information delivered 
with any name or reference to a designer will be excluded from the competition. The only way to identify 
every project will be the team code (TC XXXXX) obtained at the time of registration. Projects must not be pub-
lished or shared in any form until the results announcement. This is strictly forbidden in order for the jury to be 
able to vote on an anonymously basis.

Every proposal will be evaluated by its clear presentation, composition and mostly the quality of architectural 
design. These aspects will be evaluated by the jury.

Teams can address any question to better understand the competition during the whole contest until submis-
sion deadline. Any enquiry should be submitted through our social media channels or sent to info@que-
chuaarchitecturecompetition.com. Q.A.C. will answer via email, and the most asked questions will be pub-
lished in our social media. 

10.     FAQ

9.     SUBMISSION
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The registration process for a Q.A.C. competition is meant to be digital, online, and available for anyone 
around the world without any restriction. 

The information related to registration is shared and open in our web site: www.quechuaarchitecturecompe-
tition.com , it is also shared through our social media channels.

The registration process should be carefully followed in order to not miss any deadlines or payments. 

It is highly recommended to register early and make any registration-related payments on a time.

Every registration will be validated with a confirmation email containing all information related to the compe-
tition. It will be sent to the emails submitted during the registration process. 

11.     REGISTRATION

Any information with texts written in other languages apart from English or Spanish will be excluded from the 
competition.

Any information showing any names or references to a designer will be excluded from the competition. The 
only valid identification is the team code (TC XXXXX) obtained at the time of registration.

Files which do not follow the prescriptions on the chapter “Presentation, Submission and Rules” will be exclud-
ed from the competition.

Any information which is considered incomplete to the jury criteria set in the prescriptions on the chapter 
“Presentation, Submission and Rules” will be excluded from the competition.

Any information submitted after the deadlines will be excluded from the competition.

Any information submitted incorrectly will be excluded from the competition.

Teams without a complete registration and a team code (TC XXXXX) will be excluded from the competition.

Teams who attempted to reach out to any jury member will be excluded from the competition.

Teams with any business relation with any jury member will be excluded from the competition. 

Teams who published or shared in any form their proposals before the results announcement will be excluded 

12.     INELIGIBILITY
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Competitors can be anyone interested to participate. It is not mandatory to be involved in architectural disci-
plines or enrolled in architectural associations.

Teams are free to join the competitions. If a team decides to the competition, it is in acceptance of the rules, 
terms of service and privacy policy of Quechua Architecture Competition.

Competitors can join the competition either individually or with a team.

Teams can be formed by 1 member and up to a maximum of 4 members.

Team code obtained at the time of registration allows to present only one proposal per team.

Teams must follow every instruction regarding to the presentation and submission material.

Teams must respect calendar dates, procedures, and fees.

Competition follows different kind of registration deadlines. In case to join the competition in a payed dead-
line, is only possible to join by paying the fees according to the calendar. Fees are determined by the calen-
dar.

Q.A.C. do not accept any kind of refunds.

It is forbidden for teams to reach out to any jury member to ask about the competition.

It is forbidden for teams to have any business relation with any jury member.

Prizes include bank commissions and fees. If there is any international transaction commissions and fees, it will 
be discounted from the prize.

Prizes are established regardless of the number of members of the team. Prizes will be given and coordinated 
with the winners after the results announcement.

It is forbidden for teams to publish or share in any form their proposals before the results announcement.

If any team do not follow the mentioned rules, they will be excluded from the competition. 

The jury’s verdict is incontestable.

The authorship of every proposal is equally attributed to each member of the team, by joining the competition 
every team agrees with Q.A.C. to make any modification with published purposes only and without modifying 
or changing the integrity of the proposal.

13.     RULES
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Abraham Cota Paredes. COTAPAREDES Arquitectos.
Patricia Llosa. Llosa Cortegana Arquitectos.
Felipe Muller. Diez + Muller Arquitectos. 

The jury has been selected by Q.A.C. team following a strict selection protocol. Jury members are professionals 
currently involved in architectural disciplines or enrolled in architectural associations. Every jury member has shown 
their interest to be part of the competition and offer their experience for this opportunity.

Every jury member will be part of the voting process to select the winners. However, their participation is subject to 
their professional and academic commitments with their own studies and projects. For the winner’s selection every 
jury member will have access to the admitted proposals issued by Q.A.C. They will evaluate the proposals anony-
mously. 

Prizes will be given only by unanimous decision of the jury. The jury reserves the right to exclude or declare invalid 
any proposal in the competition. The jury can declare null any of the prizes according to its criteria. If the jury 
declares any prize null, these will not be distributed among the other winners. Likewise, the jury may select more 
than one winner if appropriate, distributing in this case the total amount equally.

15.     JURY

By joining the competition, teams accept the competition’s terms and conditions of Quechua Architecture Com-
petition.

Q.A.C. is not responsible for any mistakes during the registration process or any false details provide. Teams are 
responsible for any information and details provided to Q.A.C. 

Q.A.C. has the right to make any modification in order to improve any aspect of the competition. Any changes 
will be published and shared through all Q.A.C. media channels.

Q.A.C. is not responsible for any online malfunctioning or technical difficulties during the competitions. It is highly 
recommended to make any registration or submission as early as possible ahead of the deadline.

Q.A.C. has the rights to publish and exhibit all the submitted projects.

Q.A.C. can make any modification with publishing purposes only and without modifying or changing the integrity 
of the proposal.

Q.A.C. Is not responsible for the submission of every team. Competitors must submit proposals under their responsi-
bility. Proposals must be original and authentic to their authors following the rights of intellectual property. 

Q.A.C. privdes to the winners a 30 days time limit to contact and collect the price from Q.A.C.

14.     NOTES
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17.      ABOUT US

The evaluation and winner’s selection will be done only by the jury commission. Winners will have to be select-
ed unanimously by the jury.

Every jury member will evaluate the admitted proposals based in their own vision of architecture and experi-
ences. However, the criteria must follow the aspiration of the competition. 

Proposals will be evaluated according to every aspect which may concern to every jury member. For the 
winner’s selection, evaluation must follow the Q.A.C. concerns. This means to reach the highest levels of 
architecture developed around the response for the current competition following terms of concepts, ideas, 
research, methodology, graphic representation, and the proposals as a completed work. 

The jury’s verdict is incontestable.

16.     EVALUATION

Quechua Architecture Competition, Q.A.C., is an organization created by a 
group of architects with the aim of developing design competitions in Latin 

America due to the lack of this kind of opportunities in the region.
  

Q.A.C., aims to create a platform to promote young designers who are willing 
to demonstrate their skills to the world through conceptual competitions that 

promote local architecture. 
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LLOSA CORTEGANA ARQUITECTOS

19.     PARTNERS

18.     MEDIA 
COLABORATION 

Augustina Mišeikaitė - @gustijandra 

Isabel Amanda Cantero - @queriendoser.ave

Marie Thellier - @thl_marie
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